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BigCommerce Gives Merchants Control of Their Data with Launch of Big Open Data Solutions

Merchants can now make data-driven decisions using pre-built integrations with top data and analytics tools including Google BigQuery, Google
Data Studio and Twilio Segment

AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 15, 2021-- BigCommerce (Nasdaq: BIGC), a leading Open SaaS ecommerce platform for fast-growing
and established brands, today announced the global launch of Big Open Data Solutions, a full product suite featuring both native and best-of-breed
partner data solutions that give merchants the ability to aggregate, analyze, understand and use online store data to gain insight into customer
behavior to enhance decision-making and improve business performance.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210615005243/en/

Accessible through the BigCommerce Control Panel, Big Open Data Solutions provides merchants with the flexibility and control to use pre-built
integrations with Google BigQuery and Twilio Segment to securely transfer their storefront data to a data warehouse or a customer data platform
(CDP), respectively. Merchants will have the opportunity to work directly with these and other BigCommerce partners to set up and connect with
solutions across data warehousing, business intelligence, customer data platforms, analytics and personalization, reducing development costs and
barrier of entry to get up and running.

“At BigCommerce, we believe our merchants own their data, and should have the flexibility to use the data solutions and tools as they choose to get
the results they need,” said Jimmy Duvall, chief product officer at BigCommerce. “Just as our Open SaaS philosophy enables merchants to choose
the partners and integrations that work best for them, this open data approach ensures that merchants aren’t limited to proprietary analytics tools.
They can assemble the technology stack that fits their needs.”

With Big Open Data Solutions’ native integration to the Google BigQuery data warehouse, merchants can centralize all data into a single location
for analytical insights that can connect to popular business intelligence tools such as Google Data Studio to generate customized reporting across
their customer, order and product catalog data. Customer data platforms such as Twilio Segment allow merchants to centralize storefront shopper
behavioral data and create a unified customer profile to improve customer experiences.

Unifying data from disparate data sources into a single location gives merchants a more holistic view of store activity to better optimize business
operations, create personalized customer experiences and develop targeted marketing and promotion campaigns that further drive revenue growth
and profitability.

“From day one, the BigQuery integration has been a game changer for us for data and reporting analysis across testing environments in support of
our launch,” said John Chan, inventory planning and business intelligence analyst, Garrett Wade Company. “Being able to look at our actual data to
see and analyze how our shoppers perform and behave, then churn out detailed reports in Tableau from a single location is not only efficient for our
two-person development team, but extremely cost effective. Google BigQuery in BigCommerce’s Big Open Data Solutions portfolio has saved us
an enormous amount of time and money to get the desired results we need on a daily basis.”

Big Open Data Solutions currently includes:

Analytics: BigCommerce Analytics & Insights, Glew.io, PayHelm, Google Analytics, DynamicAction, Trendalytics
Business Intelligence: Google Data Studio
Customer Data Platform: Twilio Segment
Data Warehousing: Google BigQuery
Personalization: Constructor.io, Dynamic Yield, LimeSpot, Nosto
Web Analytics: Facebook Pixel and Conversion API, Google Analytics

Big Open Data Solutions’ native integration to Google BigQuery and Twilio Segment are available to all Pro and Enterprise merchants.

To learn more about Big Open Data Solutions from BigCommerce, visit https://www.bigcommerce.com/big-open-data-solutions/.

About BigCommerce
BigCommerce (Nasdaq: BIGC) is a leading software-as-a-service (SaaS) ecommerce platform that empowers merchants of all sizes to build,
innovate and grow their businesses online. As a leading open SaaS solution, BigCommerce provides merchants sophisticated enterprise-grade
functionality, customization and performance with simplicity and ease-of-use. Tens of thousands of B2B and B2C companies across 150 countries
and numerous industries use BigCommerce to create beautiful, engaging online stores, including Ben & Jerry’s, Molton Brown, S.C. Johnson,
Skullcandy, Sony and Vodafone. Headquartered in Austin, BigCommerce has offices in San Francisco, Sydney and London. For more information,
please visit www.bigcommerce.com or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook.

BigCommerce® is a registered trademark of BigCommerce Pty. Ltd. Third-party trademarks and service marks are the property of their
respective owners.
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